Best-first search can be regarded as anytime scheme for producing lower bounds on the optimal solution, a characteristic that is mostly overlooked. We explore this topic in the context of AND/OR best-first search, guided by the MBE heuristic, when solving graphical models. In that context, the impact of the secondary heuristic for subproblem ordering may be significant, especially in the anytime context. Indeed, our paper illustrates this, showing that a new concept of bucket errors can advise in providing effective subproblem orderings in AND/OR search for both exact and anytime solutions.
Introduction
An important problem in the field of artificial intelligence is the min-sum problem over graphical models, which includes the most probable explanation, or maximum a posterior query over probabilistic graphical models [1] . This problem has numerous applications including scheduling, genetic linkage analysis, and protein side chain prediction [2] [3] [4] . It is often solved by search schemes such as depth-first branch-and-bound or best-first search such as A*. However, since it is too complex to be solved exactly, research often settles on anytime schemes. Indeed, AND/OR Branch-and-Bound (AOBB) is one such anytime algorithm that generates upper bounds through a sequence of improved suboptimal solutions over time [5, 6] . However, there has been little work on the symmetrical problem of generating lower bounds by search in an anytime manner, which is the focus of this paper.
We turn to best-first search for this task, which explores the search space in frontiers of non-decreasing lower bounds and is thus inherently anytime for producing lower bounds. Specifically, we will explore AND/OR Best-First (AOBF) search, guided by the mini-bucket heuristic, which is known to be a state-of-the-art algorithm for the min-sum task, but which has been evaluated mostly on its performance for finding an optimal solution [7] . The scheme can be easily adapted to yield a sequence of lower bounds by simply reporting the best heuristic evaluation it has seen so far. Indeed, this idea was used in recent work to produce algorithms that give both upper and lower bounds on the optimal solution [8, 9] .
The focus of our paper is on the specific aspect of the impact of AND child node ordering on AOBF's ability to generate lower bounds in an anytime manner. AOBF is guided by two heuristic evaluation functions. In the AND/OR search space, the "best" is a partial solution graph with the best potential solution according to a heuristic evaluation function f 1 amongst all partial solution graphs of the currently explored search space. A second heuristic f 2 prioritizes which leaf (known as 22 23 induced width relative to order d tip nodes) of the current best partial solution graph should be expanded next. We call this the AND subproblem ordering. Quoting Pearl (page 50) [10] , "These two functions, serving in two different roles, provide two different types of estimates: f 1 estimates some properties of the set of solution graphs that may emanate from a given candidate base, whereas f 2 estimates the amount of information that a given node expansion may provide regarding the alleged superiority of its hosting graph. Most works in search theory focus on the computation of f 1 , whereas f 2 is usually chosen in an ad-hoc manner."
Indeed, in most current implementations of AOBF, f 2 is simply chosen to be equal to f 1 . We show in this paper that the choice of f 2 has a significant impact on the anytime performance of AOBF for finding lower bounds. In our analysis, we show that a concept known as the residual, which captures a local accuracy of the heuristic evaluation function, is a natural choice for f 2 . In [11] , it was shown that the residual of the mini-bucket heuristic can be approximated by its local errors. We illustrate empirically that the local bucket errors can provide relevant information on the increase of the lower bound due to a given node expansion. While we work in the AND/OR search framework in this paper, the connection to similar search frameworks such as recursive conditioning [12] and backtracking with tree decomposition (BTD) [13, 14] is clear. Furthermore, [15] investigates subproblem ordering in the context of BTD, but for depth-first search only. To our knowledge, this is a first investigation of subproblem ordering for best-first search in the AND/OR search space and among the first investigations of anytime best-first search for generating lower bounds.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background on graphical models, the AOBF algorithm, and mini-bucket heuristics. Section 3 analyzes the impact of subproblem ordering and illustrates it with an example. Section 4 introduces the subproblem ordering heuristic based on residuals and local bucket errors and suggests a way to approximate them. Section 5 presents the experiments and section 6 concludes.
Background

Graphical models
We will use X k to denote a variable and D k its domain. A generic domain value will be noted x k . A variable assignment will be denoted (X k , x k ) or, when the context is clear, just x k . We will use f j to denote a function and S f j its scope, which is the set of variables for which the function is defined (i.e., f j : X k ∈S f j D k → R). 
The primal graph appears in Fig. 1 which has a node for each variable and edges connecting variables which appear in the same function scope. [1] ). Given a primal graph G = (V , E), an ordered graph is a pair (G, d), where d = (X 1 , ..., X n ) is an ordering of the nodes. The nodes adjacent to X k that precede it in the ordering are called its parents. The width of a node in an ordered graph is its number of parents. The width of an ordered graph (G, d), denoted w(d), is the maximum width over all nodes. The width of a graph is the minimum width over all orderings of the graph. The induced graph of an ordered graph (G, d) is an ordered graph (G * , d), where G * is obtained from G as follows: the nodes of G are processed from last to first along d. When a node X k is processed, all of its parents are connected. The induced width of an ordered graph (G, d), denoted w * (d), is the maximum number of parents a node has in the induced ordered graph (G * , d). The induced width of a graph w * , is the minimum induced width over all its orderings.
Definition 4 (induced width
The complexity of the min-sum problem for a given graphical model can be bounded by the induced width w * of its associated primal graph [5, 1] .
AND/OR search for graphical models
In the context of graphical models, the conditional independencies in the model can be exploited via the AND structures in AND/OR search spaces. AND/OR search spaces for graphical models are defined relative to a pseudo tree of the primal graph [16] .
Definition 5 (pseudo tree [16] [17] [18] ). Given an undirected graph G = (V , E), a directed rooted tree T = (V , E ′ ) defined on all its nodes is a pseudo tree if any arc of G which is not included in E ′ is a back-arc in T , namely it connects a node in T to an ancestor in T . The arcs in E ′ may not all be included in E. Fig. 2 shows a pseudo tree for our running example. In general, an AND/OR search tree [19, 10] has two types of nodes. OR nodes representing branching points where a decision has to be made (i.e. choosing a value for a variable), and AND nodes representing sets of conditionally independent subproblems that need to be solved. In mapping graphical models to AND/OR search, the children of OR nodes are AND 22 23 nodes, and the children of AND nodes are OR nodes. There is a cost associated with each edge between an OR node and its child AND node extracted from the functions of the model. Definition 6 (AND/OR search tree [16] ). Given a graphical model M = (X, D, F) and a pseudo tree T , its AND/OR search tree consists of alternating levels of OR and AND nodes. OR nodes are labeled with a variable X k ∈ X. Its children are AND nodes, each labeled with an instantiation x k of X k . Children of AND nodes are OR nodes, labeled with the children of X k in T .
Each child represents a conditionally independent subproblem given assignments to their ancestors. The root of the AND/OR search tree is an OR node labeled by the variable at the root of T .
The path from the root to an AND node x k represents a unique assignment to the variables inX k , that will be denoted x k (see Table 2 ). In the AND/OR search tree, the costs of the OR-to-AND arcs denoted c( X k , x k ) (abusing notation, since they are dependent on the path to x k ) are defined as follows:
along a pathx k is the sum of all the functions whose scope includes X k that are fully assigned by the values specified along the pathx k from the root to node x k .
For completeness, we define the costs of edges from AND nodes to OR nodes to be 0. A more compact search space can be obtained if identical subproblems in the AND/OR tree are merged, producing an AND/OR graph [16] . A class of identical subproblems can be identified in terms of their OR context, Definition 8 (OR context). The OR context of a variable X k in a pseudo tree T = (V , E ′ ) is the set of ancestor variables connected to X k or its descendants by arcs in E ′ . Fig. 3 shows the same pseudo-tree in the running example with OR contexts. [16] ). Identical subproblems can be merged based on the OR context. We can merge two nodes if they have the same assignment to the context variables. This yields a context-minimal AND/OR search graph C T whose size can be shown to be bounded exponentially in the induced width of G along the pseudo-tree T .
Definition 9 (context-minimal AND/OR search graph
A solution tree T of the AND/OR search tree or graph corresponds to complete assignments of the variables in the graphical model, defined next.
Definition 10 (solution tree).
A solution tree T is a subtree of the AND/OR search graph C T such that:
1. It contains the root node of C T ; 2. If it contains an internal AND node n, then all children of n are also in T ; 3. If it contains an internal OR node n, then exactly one AND node child is in C T ; 4. Every tip node in T (nodes with no children) is a terminal node of C T .
The cost of a solution tree is the sum of its arc weights associated with the arcs of C T .
The cost of a solution tree corresponds to the cost of the assignment it represents as given by the global function of the model. Thus, for the min-sum problem, the optimal solution tree corresponds to the optimal solution. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding context-minimal AND/OR search graph guided by the pseudo tree in Fig. 3 . Since the context of variable E is only over B, C , the corresponding OR nodes have been merged with respect to A, which is an ancestor not in the context. Similarly, the OR nodes of G are merged with respect to B. The solution tree corresponding to the assignment (A = 0, B = 1, C = 1, D = 0, E = 0, F = 0, G = 0) is highlighted in red. 
AND/OR best-first search
The AO* algorithm is a best-first search algorithm for AND/OR search spaces [19] . Our AOBF (AND/OR Best First) algorithm is a variant of AO* specialized for graphical models [7] . In the following, we use the notation in Table 3 . The algorithm works by gradually expanding a portion (denoted G) of the context-minimal AND/OR search graph C T , always identifying the best partial solution tree T in G. After node expansion, every node n ∈ G needs to be updated with its best lower bound based on the current state of G, denoted l(n), which corresponds to the f 1 evaluation function. As usual in AO* search, AOBF [7] , which explores the context-minimal AND/OR search graph, presented in Algorithm 1, interleaves a top-down expansion step and a bottom-up revision step. The top-down expansion step generates the children of the next node to expand n (initially the root r), which are appended to G (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Note that if an OR child of an AND node already exists, we do not generate it again to ensure we are searching the search graph C T (line 9). A bottom-up revision step then updates the internal nodes values that represent the current best lower bounds below them (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this step, the values of newly expanded children are propagated to their parents, and recursively up to the root (stored in l(n)). During these value updates, the algorithm marks the best child of each OR node, which serves as a bookkeeping step to keep track of the assignment corresponding to propagated values. In addition, OR nodes are marked solved if their current best child is marked solved and AND nodes are marked solved if all of their children are marked solved. Subsequently, a new best partial solution tree T w.r.t. f 1 is identified by following the marked best children from the root. If the root r is not solved, then the next node n to expand from T is determined by f 2 . Otherwise, T is necessarily a full solution tree that corresponds to the optimal solution, with a cost equal to value of the root node l(r). and AOBF terminates.
In earlier literature the algorithm is provided as a purely exact algorithm [19, 7] . However, since lower bound values are constantly updated as the algorithm searches, l(r) provides a anytime lower bound on the optimal solution (lines [22] [23] .
On the f 2 function for selecting the next node to expand, it is common to choose an f 2 which orders the non-terminal tips using the f 1 heuristic in ascending order. The focus of our work is in proposing a more informed f 2 . Algorithm 1: AND/OR Best-First (AOBF) [7] Input: A graphical model M = (X, D, F), pseudo-tree T , heuristic function h, ordering function f 2 . ( f 1 is defined by l(n), which depends on h) Output: Lower-bound to solution of M 1 Create the root OR node r labeled by X 1 and let G = {r} 2 Initialize value l(r) = h(r) and best partial solution tree T to G 3 n → r // Initial node n to expand 4 while r is not marked SOLVED and memory is available do // Expand 5 if n is an OR node (labeled X k ) then 6 Create AND node n ′ for each x k ∈ D k 7 if n ′ is TERMINAL then mark n ′ as SOLVED; 8 else if n is an AND node (labeled x k ) then 9 Create OR node n ′ for each child 
Mini-bucket elimination heuristics
A commonly used heuristic guiding AND/OR search is based on the MBE (mini-bucket elimination) algorithm [20] , which generates a lower bound on the optimal cost. It has a parameter known as the i-bound which allows trading off preprocessing time and space for heuristic accuracy with actual search. MBE works relative to the same pseudo-tree T which defines the AND/OR search graph. See Table 4 for a summary of the notation to follow.
Each variable X k ∈ T is associated with a bucket B k that includes a subset of functions from F. A function f j is placed into a bucket B k if X k is the deepest variable in T such that X k ∈ S f j . The scope of a bucket B k (denoted S B k ) is the union of the scopes of its functions. The overall idea is that each bucket B k generates a message λ k→p = min x k B k , where p is the parent of k in the pseudo tree T . Processing a bucket may require partitioning the bucket's functions into mini-buckets B k = ∪ r B r k , where each B r k includes no more than i variables. In this case, each mini-bucket is processed separately as if they were associated with different variables. If no partitioning is necessary, then the message computed by the root variable is the optimal cost. (The algorithm reduces to the exact bucket elimination algorithm [1] in this case.) Otherwise, it is a lower bound.
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Put all generated messages λ s
Let X a be closest ancestor variable of X k in the mini-bucket We provide details in Algorithm 2. The main loop (lines 1-9) partitions and generates the λ messages which are propagated upward. The time and space complexity is O (nrk i ), where r is the maximum number of mini-buckets for any variable [1] .
We provide an example in Fig. 5 for our example problem. Here, we use an i-bound of 3. In this case, starting with variable D, we have its bucket which contains the functions f (A, D), f (B, D), f (C, D) that all contain variable D. However, the total scope size here is 4, which exceeds the i-bound of 3. Therefore, we partition it into two mini-buckets and each generates a separate λ message, as if they were separate variables. For the rest of the variables, the i-bound is satisfied, so there is no need to partition them. MBE messages can be used to construct a heuristic for search [21] . These heuristics are referred to as static heuristics since they are pre-compiled before search starts. During search, they can be extracted efficiently by table lookups.
Definition 11 (MBE heuristic).
Letx p be a partial assignment andX p be the set of corresponding instantiated variables. λ s k→q (x p ) denotes the message sent from B k to B q . (We abuse notation here by stating its argument asx p , though it may only contain a subset ofx p .) The heuristic value forx p is given by:
where X k ∈ T p denotes the set of variables in the pseudo subtree rooted by X p , excluding X p and r k denotes the number of mini-buckets for variable X k .
Example In the example, (see Fig. 5 ), the heuristic function of the partial assignment (
Residuals and local bucket error
Look-ahead is a method of improving accuracy of the heuristic value for a given node n by expanding the search tree below a node to a certain depth d and backing up the heuristic values of descendant nodes in the search space. This improved heuristic is denoted h d (n). The residual is the gain produced by look-ahead:
Please cite this article in press as: W. Lam The notion of local bucket error was introduced as a function that captures the local error induced by mini-bucket elimination [11] . It was introduced to capture the heuristic error and was shown to be identical to the depth 1 look-ahead residual. The bucket error is the difference between the message that would have been computed in a bucket without partitioning (called an exact bucket message µ * k ) and the message computed by the mini-buckets (called a combined mini-bucket message µ k ).
We define these notions below.
Definition 13 (combined bucket and mini-bucket messages). Given a mini-bucket partition
In contrast, the exact bucket message without partitioning at B k is
Note that although we say that µ * k is exact, it is exact only locally to B k since it may contain partitioning errors introduced by messages computed in earlier processed buckets. We now define the local error for MBE, Definition 14 (local bucket error of MBE [11] ). Given a completed run of MBE, the local bucket error function at
The scope of E k is the set of variables in B k excluding X k .
An alternative measure is the relative local bucket error, computed by dividing each E k (·) term by the exact bucket message µ * k (·). This serves as a way to normalize the error with respect to the function values, which can vary in scale amongst the bucket errors in practice.
Algorithm 3: Local Bucket Error Evaluation (LBEE).
Input: A Graphical model M = (X, D, F), a pseudo tree T , i-bound
Algorithm Local Bucket Error Evaluation (LBEE) 3 (LBEE) computes the local bucket error for each bucket. Following the execution of M B E(i), a second pass is performed from leaves to root along the pseudo tree. When processing a bucket B k , LBEE computes the combined mini-bucket message µ k , the exact bucket message µ * k , and the error function E k . The complexity of processing each bucket is exponential in the scope of the bucket after the execution of M B E(i). The total complexity is therefore dominated by the largest scope of the output buckets. This number is called the pseudo-width, defined next. 6 . A simple graphical model over 3 variables with two functions. Shown above are the primal graph (also a valid pseudo-tree in this case), the function tables, and the associated AND/OR search space with weights labeled. The optimal solution tree is highlighted and has a cost of 11.
Illustrating the impact of subproblem ordering
We will now show that the f 2 heuristic can have a potentially large impact on AOBF performance, starting with an example. In order to reason about the sequence of expansions that occur during AOBF, we define the notion of a profile of f 2 relative to f 1 . In the following, T i refers to the best partial solution tree after the i-th node expansion of AOBF.
Definition 16 (profile) . Given a primary and secondary heuristic function f 1 and f 2 respectively, the sequence
The sequence of f 1 values seen at each step yields lower bounds on C * , the optimal cost, whose quality increases with steps (for a monotone heuristic function). At termination, we get the cost C * . Yet, one sequence may be superior to another. In particular, with f 2 the algorithm explores all solution subtrees while with f ′ 2 , it will never expand node B under A = 0, since expanding C proves that the A = 0 branch has a cost of at least 20. We would never return to the A = 0 branch since the A = 1 branch never exceeds a cost of 20 at any point. In fact, it yields the optimal solution. Clearly, profile p f ′ 2 dominates that of p f 2 in this case. ✷ In the following we show further that the choice of f 2 can, in the worst case, make an exponential impact on the number of expansions needed in order to cross a given lower bound threshold L. Theorem 2. Given a weighted AND/OR search graph, a heuristic evaluation function f 1 , and two secondary f 2 and f ′ 2 functions, there exists an AND/OR search graph and a threshold L where the profile until reaching L for p f 2 is exponentially longer than for p f ′ Proof. Let T be a partial solution tree of an AND/OR search tree that is currently selected for extension. Let C = f 1 (T ) where C < C * . Assume that T cannot be extended to an optimal solution, namely f * 1 (T ) > C * . Let A and B be two variables labeling OR tip nodes of T which are direct child nodes of an AND parent X = 0.
Let a subtree below a variable X be denoted as t X and the d-depth truncated subtree be denoted as t d X . Assume that the best extension of T into t B has f 1 smaller than C * . Furthermore, we want to force all of the nodes in t B to be explored by AOBF in order to establish the optimal cost in t B . This can be accomplished if the arc costs in t B are monotonically increasing along a breadth-first ordering of the arcs in t B . In contrast, assume that t 1 A (t A truncated to depth 1), provides an
Under these assumptions, an f ′ 2 that prefers expanding all of t B before any of t A (and such exists) will yield a profile with more nodes than that of an f 2 that expands t A first. Since f (T ∪ t 1 A ) ≥ C * , it will never expand any of t B . Therefore,
would be exponentially longer than p f 2 for the threshold of C * . ✷
Local bucket errors for AOBF
The overall target for an effective subproblem ordering heuristic should be to select the subproblem which increases the lower bound the most. Assume a greedy scheme where given a frontier of tip nodes, we choose the node which would lead Please cite this article in press as: W. Lam to the largest increase in f 1 in a single expansion. We will show that this largest increase in f 1 is the residual, and therefore we can use look-ahead as a guide to decide which subproblem to expand next. Therefore, the pre-computed (Algorithm 3) local bucket error functions which are identical to the residual can be used to order tip node expansion. Clearly, this greedy scheme may be too greedy. For example, consider a t d X having d > 1 and f 1 (T ∪ t d X ) > C * . To illustrate where the 1-level greedy scheme may fail, we consider the situation where f 1 (T ∪ t 1 X ) = f 1 (T ). Using a greedy f 2 , X would be ordered last because its depth-1 residual is zero, yet a greater increase in f 1 may occur with a deeper look into the subproblem rooted by X . The actual quantity of interest is the exact residual.
Definition 17 (exact residual) . The exact residual res * (n) is defined as h * (n) − h(n).
The exact residual is equal to a d-level residual when d is the depth of the search space below node n. Computing the exact residual res * (n) is equivalent to full look-ahead. Since this is computationally too expensive, we propose to approximate this by a sum of depth-1 residuals over all the nodes in the look-ahead subtree. This can be accomplished by adding up all the local bucket errors of all variables in the subtree, a quantity we call subtree error. Two specific approximations for these quantities will be explored.
A constant measure for average subtree error
The first approach is to use the average local bucket error defined here:
Definition 18 (average local error [11] ). The average local error of B k given a run of M B E(i) is
It is the average of the local bucket error values. Whenever the scope of the local bucket error function is too large, we can sample it, using the empirical average as an estimator. Computing this quantity is linear in the number of samples. It is easy to see that the empirical average is an unbiased estimate of the average local bucket error. The average subtree errors, denotedĒ t k , is the sum of the average local bucket errors over all the variables rooted by X k in the pseudo-tree T . In the following, desc( X k ) and ch( X k ) denote the descendants and children of X k in T , respectively. Namely, Definition 19 (average subtree error). LetẼ k be the average local bucket error for X k . The average subtree errors, denoted E T k is defined by:
and it can be expressed recursively:
A functional measure for subtree error
We next propose a more refined function-based subtree error. We will use the following elimination operator.
Definition 20 (average elimination operator ). Let f (·) be a function with scope S f j , and S ⊆ S f j , and D S be the domains of the variables in S. The average elimination S of f (·) is defined by
Definition 21 (subtree error function). Let E k (·) be the local bucket error function of X k . The subtree error function relative to a pseudo-tree T is
A discounted version is defined, using discount factor γ k ≤ 1, 
We can view each element of the summation over the children as a message computed by averaging out the variables which are not present in the parent's bucket. Each message computed at a node c can be interpreted as the expected error of the subproblem rooted by X c as a function of its ancestor variables. In the discounted version the contribution of errors from variables that are far away from the current variable are discounted.
Algorithm 4, which we call Bucket Error Propagation (BEP), generates the subtree error functions starting from the local bucket error functions as input. We denote by λ e c→k as the message sent from child node c to k.
Algorithm 4: Bucket Error Propagation (BEP).
Input: A Graphical model M = (X, D, F), a pseudo-tree T , local bucket error functions E k (·), discount factors γ k Output: Subtree error functions E T k (·) 1 Initialize, for all leaves u of T , E T u (·) = E u (·) 2 Compute bottom-up over T , for each variable X k : complexity of BEP) . The time and space complexity of algorithm BEP is O (nk psw(i) ).
Proof. Computing the subtree error messages generated by a subtree error function E T k (·) requires enumeration over all the assignments of its scope, which is bounded by O (k psw(i) ) time. Incorporating a message into a function E T k (·) from a child is also bounded by O (k psw(i) ) time. Since we have n variables, the total time complexity is O (nk psw(i) ). The space complexity is also O (nk psw(i) ), since the scopes of E T k (·) are the same as the scopes of E k (·). ✷ Thus, the complexity of BEP is dominated by the complexity of LBEE.
Approximating the error functions
The main advantage of using the average subtree error rather than the subtree error function explicitly is a matter of memory usage). Since the complexity of BEP is dominated by LBEE, BEP may not be feasible if the pseudo-width is large. Thus, we consider additional simplification to provide a finer level of control of this trade-off by modifying LBEE.
Scope bounding
We can bound further the complexity of the error functions by truncating the scopes of the local bucket error functions and aggregating over the eliminated variables.
Definition 22 (scope-bounded bucket error function). Given the bucket error function E k , the scope-bounded bucket error
We can bound the scope size of S by an integer s, which we call the s-bound. Typically the s-bound is smaller than or equal to the i-bound of the MBE heuristic. We select the bounded scopes by eliminating variables from S E k that are closest to X k in the pseudo-tree T , until |S| ≤ s. 
Proposition 3 (complexity of SB-LBEE). Given an s-bound, and an i-bound for MBE, the time complexity of SB-LBEE is O (nk psw(i) ) and the space complexity is O (nk s ), where n is the number of variables, k bounds the maximum domain size, psw(i) is the pseudowidth along T relative to M B E(i).
Proof. The time complexity for each variable is dominated by computing the exact (s-bounded) bucket message µ b * k (·).
Although the resulting scope is bounded by s using the operator, the min-sum computation over the bucket variables is still bounded by the scope size of B k at the time of processing, which is the pseudo-width. Therefore, processing each bucket is bounded by O (k psw(i) ) time, yielding a total time complexity of O (nk psw(i) ). For Choose S s.t. S ⊆ S B k , X k ∈ S, and |S| ≤ s + 1
Since the space complexity of BEP (Algorithm 4) depends on the maximum scope size of the error functions, which is the pseudo-width, we can replace the full local bucket error functions E k (·) with the scope-bounded versions computed by SB-LBEE to generate s-bounded subtree error functions.
Sampling
Since the time complexity of SB-LBEE is bounded by O (nk psw(i) ) primarily due to the computation of the bounded exact bucket message µ b * k (·). Given a scope S ⊆ S B k , we can write the argument explicitly, yielding
We now define the following estimator for µ b *
where m is the number of samples and U (D S B k −S ) is a uniform distribution over its argument S B k − S, the set of variables we need to eliminate by averaging. It is easy to see thatμ b * k (x S ) is an unbiased estimator of µ b * k (x S ). Since we sample m times for each of the k s instantiations over n variables, the time complexity of this sampling procedure is O (nmk s ), which carries over to SB-LBEE. 
Algorithm: Subtree Error Compilation
return E B T k (·)
We summarize the approach in Algorithm 6. Before search begins, we compile the subtree errors with SEC (Algorithm 6), which includes the standard procedure of compiling the MBE heuristic, then we subsequently use SB-LBEE to generate the scope-bounded bucket error functions. The algorithm then uses BEP (Algorithm 4) to generate the subtree error functions.
Note that SB-LBEE reduces to computing average local bucket errors when s = 0. The subtree error functions are exactly the average subtree errors described in section 4.1, but with the discount factors applied.
During search, for any current assignment of the partial solution tree T , AOBF selects a tip node of T having the largest value according to its corresponding subtree error function. Namely it selects X k by argmax k∈tips(T ) E B T k (x T ), which defines the f 2 ordering function. Since the error functions are compiled before search, evaluating E T k is a lookup with constant complexity.
Experiments
We experimented with 4 variants of our error functions, formed by using either constant or scope-bounded errors (denoted Const and ScpBnd respectively), and absolute or relative errors (denoted Abs and Rel respectively). Thus, the 4 variants are named
Const-Abs (C-A), Const-Rel (C-R), ScpBnd-Abs (SB-A), and ScpBnd-Rel (SB-R).
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Intuitively, this is the branching factor X k and thus we proportionally penalize the error for each assignment of X k .
We compare against the baseline subproblem ordering that uses the heuristic evaluation function, f 1 (denoted Heur (H) in the experiments). We will generally refer to the 4 variants as error-guided orderings and we break ties using the baseline ordering. For all experiments, we use the mini-bucket elimination with moment-matching (MBE-MM) heuristic [22] . We used the MinFill variant of the iterative greedy variable ordering algorithm [23] to pre-compute elimination orderings used for pseudo-tree construction. In practice, strong heuristics are preferred for search (i.e. using the highest possible i-bound given a memory bound). This is an easy decision for depth-first search algorithms that use linear memory. However, since best-first search uses exponential memory, the optimal trade-off is problem dependent and thus non-trivial. In our setup, we varied the i-bound in a way to focus on how the results depend on the levels of heuristic error. For i-bounds less than 10, we set the s-bound to be equal to the i-bound. Whenever necessary, we used a maximum sample size of 10 5 shared across the entire scope-bounded error function. In preliminary experiments with computing bucket errors in our previous work [11] , we found that 10 5 was a reasonable bound to keep the pre-processing time low relative to the time spent with constructing MBE heuristics. In some cases, the number of possible assignments to a particular scope-bounded error function exceeds 10 5 . Since the sampling procedure requires at least one sample per assignment, we reduce s for these cases until this condition is satisfied. Given these settings, the memory used by the pre-compiled error functions were no greater than that of the MBE heuristics (i.e. MBE dominates the space complexity for anything computed during pre-processing).
We experimented with benchmarks from genetic linkage analysis [24] (pedigree, type4), and medical diagnosis networks [25] (promedas). We included only instances that had a significant amount of search. In particular, having more than 10 5 nodes expanded when using the baseline ordering with the lowest i-bound. Overall we report results on 13 pedigrees, 34 promedas networks, and 65 type4 instances, yielding a total of 112 problem instances. Based on the fixed variable orderings computed for each instance and their resulting induced width, the benchmarks represent a variety of problem difficulties ranging from easy to hard and are presented in that order. Table 5 provides ranges of the various benchmark parameters.
The implementation is in C++ (64-bit) and was executed on a 2.66 GHz processor with 24 GB of RAM, which was shared between AOBF and MBE-MM.
Evaluating for exact solutions
Tables 6, 8, and 10 report the pre-processing time for compiling the MBE heuristic and subtree error functions (in seconds), total CPU time including pre-processing (in seconds), and number of OR nodes (in thousands of nodes) expanded for a subset of the problems which could be solved exactly by AOBF over the benchmarks. For each instance we also mention the problem's parameters such as the number of variables (n), maximum domain size (k), induced width (w * ), and pseudo-tree height (h). Each column is indexed by the i-bound of the MBE-MM. Each row for each instance shows the various subproblem ordering schemes we experimented with. Additionally, we summarize over all of the problems that could be solved, by i-bound, for each benchmark in Tables 7, 9, and 11. We aim to assess whether an ordering strategy had a positive impact in terms of the number of nodes expanded and whether the impact is cost-effective time-wise.
Pedigree. Table 6 shows the results for four different i-bounds for selected instances from the pedigree benchmark. At an i-bound of 6, we see that for 2 of the instances (pedigree9 and pedigree33) AOBF runs out of memory when using the baseline ordering. For pedigree20, we see when using the Const-Rel heuristic, the number of nodes expanded is a about half of that of the baseline. Still, the baseline can be better (e.g. see pedigree39). Moving to higher i-bounds, we see that for instances other than pedigree39, the error-guided orderings usually result in fewer nodes expanded at termination which usually translates to improved runtime, except at the highest i-bounds. This is due to the small difference in the number of nodes expanded relative to the extra pre-processing time. For example, on pedigree9 with i = 18, although Const-Abs Table 6 Exact evaluation for pedigree instances. The best times and node counts are bolded per i-bound and the best times and node count overall for a given instance are also underlined. If the optimal solution was not found, then we report 'oom' to denote that the experiment ran out of memory. We also report the pre-processing time to the left of each total time. n -number of variables, k -maximum domain size, w * -induced width, h -pseudo-tree height.
Table 7
Summary for exact solutions on pedigree instances: win counts of instances that the ordering heuristic had a lower time or lower number of nodes than the baseline. The number of instances solved by any heuristic (including the baseline) is shown under each i-bound label. Each number in parentheses is the percentage of solved instances that performed better for that particular i-bound.
Win counts for pedigree instances expands 60K fewer nodes, pre-processing took 2 seconds longer compared with the baseline, resulting in a total time that is 1 second worse. Table 7 shows the win counts for time and nodes expanded for each of the error-guided orderings relative to the baseline. Examining the number of wins based on nodes expanded, more than half of the instances that could be solved benefited from error-guided ordering (excluding ScpBnd-Abs). For example, at an i-bound of 10, every method except ScpBnd-Abs has fewer nodes expanded than the baseline on 71.4% of the solved instances. At the lower i-bounds of 6 and 10, we see that the savings in the number of nodes translates to savings in time as well in most cases. However, this decreases as Please cite this article in press as: W. Lam Table 8 Exact evaluation for promedas instances. The best times and node counts are bolded per i-bound and the best times and node count overall for a given instance are also underlined. If the optimal solution was not found, then we report 'oom' to denote that the experiment ran out of memory. We also report the pre-processing time to the left of each total time. n -number of variables, k -maximum domain size, w * -induced width, h -pseudo-tree height. Table 9 Summary for exact solutions on promedas instances: win counts of instances that the ordering heuristic had a lower time or lower number of nodes than the baseline. The number of instances solved by any heuristic (including the baseline) is shown under each i-bound label. Each number in parentheses is the percentage of solved instances that performed better for that particular i-bound.
Win counts for promedas instances i-bound of 18, where the savings in nodes on a few harder instances translated well to savings in the runtime. For example, on or_chain_25.fg, both the runtime and number of nodes expanded using any of the error-guided orderings were about half of those of the baseline ordering. Still, the error-guided orderings may still be worse than the baseline (e.g. or_chain_140.fg, but this is usually the exception. Table 9 provides the win counts for each error-guided ordering heuristic. The ScpBnd-Abs heuristic is the worst performer, as we saw before. Both relative error base orderings (Const-Rel and ScpBnd-Rel) have similar positive performance, demonstrating positive impact of the orderings on at least 50% of the instances across all i-bounds. Overall, Const-Abs was best, yielding improvements on at least 70% of the instances. The time savings in nodes carries over to most cases using lower i-bounds and slightly fewer at higher i-bounds. For example, at an i-bound of 12 using Const-Abs, 9 out of the 10 instances (90%) had a positive impact of ordering also had better runtime than the baseline. In contrast, at an i-bound of 18, only 12 out of the 16 instances (75%) had improved times. Table 11 Summary for exact solutions on type4 instances: win counts of instances that the ordering heuristic had a lower time or lower number of nodes than the baseline. The number of instances solved by any heuristic (including the baseline) is shown under each i-bound label. Each number in parentheses is the percentage of solved instances that performed better for that particular i-bound.
Win counts for type4 instances Type4. Table 10 shows all the instances of the type4 benchmark that could be solved by AOBF with the given i-bounds. This benchmark is the hardest of the 3 benchmarks and thus we used even higher i-bounds compared to the promedas benchmark. Even then, only with an i-bound of 20 are we able to solve all 6 of the instances. Like with the previous two benchmarks, we see that the error-guided orderings yield better performance on many instances. However, the variation is smaller. For example, on type4-haplo_100_19 using an i-bound of 20, the number of nodes expanded using the Const-Abs ordering is still about 87% of what the baseline ordering yields, compared with the lower 50% rates seen on some instances in the other two benchmarks. On two of the instances here (type4-haplo_170_23 and type4b_170_23), there is no difference in the number of nodes expanded, indicating that most of the errors likely evaluated to zero, thus falling back on the baseline ordering. Still, we see improved runtime on the hardest of the instances here (type4-haplo_100_19 and type4b_100_19), where any savings in the number of nodes expanded did carry over to overall savings in runtime. Table 11 aggregates the results by win counts as before. Across the i-bounds, every error-guided ordering was better on at 50-100% of the instances except for ScpBnd-Abs. Notably, improvement was achieved on all instances by these 3 orderings at an i-bound of 18 and a majority at the highest i-bound of 20. In terms of overall runtime improvement, most instances also had better runtimes when their orderings were better in terms of node expansions.
Discussion on finding exact solutions
Our experiments, show that the error-guided orderings can benefit AOBF. For most combinations of benchmark and i-bound, at least 60-70% of the solved instances had positive impact when using the error-guided orderings in terms of nodes expanded, despite the multiple levels of approximation performed (summing 1-level residuals to approximate the exact residual, bounding the scopes of the error functions, and sampling). Furthermore on the harder benchmarks (promedas and type4), the superior orderings node-wise usually also carried over to improved overall runtime. Specifically, when considering time on the same benchmarks, the percentage of instances that exhibited positive impact around 50-60%, though in some cases, the error-guided orderings were only a bit slower, since the difference in pre-processing time is usually in the order of a few seconds. For easy instances, the impact was negative in terms of the number of nodes (and obviously time-wise). This is partly because on easy instances, the MBE-MM heuristic is strong and thus there are no errors, thus making the error-guided orderings not cost-effective. Overall, all of the error-guided orderings (except ScpBnd-Abs) have similar performance to each other.
Anytime lower bounding
Next, we will evaluate AOBF for generating lower bounds in an anytime fashion and the impact of the f 2 ordering heuristic on this anytime performance. Figs. 7, 9 , and 11 report the lower bound obtained as a function of time for each subproblem ordering f 2 . A profile that is higher earlier in time is superior. The first point of each line is always the bound returned by the MBE-MM heuristic itself, recorded whenever search starts following all pre-processing. If known, the exact solution is also plotted as a dashed gray line. For each benchmark, we select 2 representative instances, one of which was exactly solved and another which was not. For each instance, we show 4 different i-bounds. For pedigrees both instances are exactly solved (Fig. 7) . Each ordering is labeled with abbreviated names for clarity.
We also aggregated the results per benchmark in Figs. 8, 10 , and 12. We normalized the time scale for each instance to that of the baseline, ranked the bounds yielded by each variant across time, and aggregated across the instances by averaging. The number of instances varies with the different i-bounds since for some large instances, compiling the MBE heuristics at the highest i-bounds exceeds our memory limit of 24 GB.
Pedigrees. Fig. 7 shows the lower bounds as a function of time on 2 selected instances from the pedigree benchmark. First, on pedigree9 (which is solved exactly). For the lower i-bounds of 6 and 10, all of the methods except ScpBnd-Abs perform better early on. Since the problem is easy at higher i-bounds, AOBF quickly finds the optimal solution after the initial bound generated by MBE-MM. Still, at an i-bound of 14, everything except ScpBnd-Abs improves over the baseline. At the highest i-bound of 18, the pre-processing overhead makes the error-guided orderings not cost-effective. In pedigree51, where AOBF ran out of memory before finding the exact solution, the lowest i-bounds of 6 and 10 also benefited from error-guided orderings. Increasing to the i-bound 14 yields marginally better performance compared with the baseline (except for ScpBnd-Abs). Finally, at the highest i-bound the baseline performs best. Fig. 8 presents the average ranks for each ordering heuristic based on normalizing the time across the instances and averaging as explained earlier. As seen in the instance-by-instance results, all error-guided orderings except ScpBnd-Abs outperform the baseline. As the i-bound increases the average rank of the baseline improves. For an i-bound of 18, only ScpBnd-Rel ranks similarly to the baseline, but the baseline is better overall.
Promedas. Fig. 9 shows results on 2 selected instances from the promedas benchmark. For the first instance (or-chain-178.fg), the error-guided orderings improve significantly over the baseline, except for ScpBnd-Abs across all i-bounds. Next, on or-chain-108.fg, most of the error-guided orderings improve over the baseline at an i-bound of 12. Once we increase the i-bound to 14, the baseline manages to get a profile that is more similar to the 3 dominating methods, but still falls short. At i-bounds of 16 and 18, all methods that were performing well before show a better profile, generating a higher lower bound early, as expected Fig. 10 presents the ranking summary over this benchmark. For all i-bounds the baseline seems superior early on due to the pre-processing overhead of the error-guided orderings. However, it is overtaken by the other methods eventually at different points on the normalized time scale. At an i-bound of 12, the Const methods outrank the baseline early on. Moving to i-bounds of 14 and 16, everything but ScpBnd-Abs approaches the baseline eventually and outrank it with time. Finally, at the highest i-bound of 18, the ScpBnd-Rel method performs better early around 0.1 on the time scale, with the Const methods overtaking the baseline at around 0.6 on the time scale.
Type4. Fig. 11 shows lower bounds over time for 2 instances of our last benchmark. The first instance (t4-haplo-100-19) could not be solved at i-bounds of 14 and 16, but were solved with higher i-bounds. Once again, all of the error-guided heuristics except ScpBnd-Abs improve performance over all i-bounds of 16 and up. At the lowest i-bound of 14, the per- . 10 . Average rank of each ordering as a function of normalized time across all of the instances in the promedas benchmark. Lower is better. Fig. 11 . Lower bounds as a function of time for two instances from the type4 benchmark. Higher is better. formance is close to the baseline. Moving to t4-haplo-190-20 which was not solved, we have similar behavior. Specifically, ScpBnd-Abs is slightly better than the rest at i-bounds up to 18, but performs significantly worse than both Rel methods at the highest i-bound of 20. Fig. 12 provides summary rankings of the orderings over normalized time for all of the instances that did not run out of memory for each i-bound. Notably, the number of instances reported decreases significantly as we increase the i-bound because we were unable to compile the MBE heuristics given our memory bound for many instances. At an i-bound of 14, the baseline performs best. Many of the instances had a large number of variables, which substantially increased the time and memory needed to compile the MBE heuristics. In turn, this extra cost carried over to increasing the pre-processing time for the error-guided ordering heuristics, leading to a negative impact. For higher i-bounds, we observe the same behavior as in the previous benchmark, where the baseline ordering is best initially. However, the error-guided orderings other than ScpBnd-Abs dominate with more time. Notably, with the highest i-bound, the ScpBnd-Rel ordering outperforms the baseline early and maintains its continuously.
Discussion on anytime performance
In contrast with the performance for finding exact solutions, we see that ScpBnd-Rel was overall the winning ordering heuristic. This is illustrated by its ranking at the highest i-bound on the two harder benchmarks we evaluated (promedas and type4). However, it was still outperformed by the baseline on the pedigree benchmark, though not significantly. Overall, from the instance-by-instance lower bound plots ScpBnd-Rel was most consistent in producing superior lower bounds.
Conclusion
This paper focuses on the potential of using AND/OR best-first search for generating lower bounds in an anytime fashion. Within this context, it explores the impact of subproblem ordering heuristics (the so-called secondary evaluation function [10] ) for both exact and anytime performance. We present new heuristics for subproblem ordering which are based on pre-compiled information regarding the error associated with the primary heuristic, guided by a recently defined notion of bucket error. In an extensive empirical evaluation, we showed that in the context of evaluating the exact solution, most of our proposed error-based variants, were equally good, improving the runtime on 50-60% of the instances. This accounted for most of the hard instances which had enough error to impact subproblem ordering. In the anytime evaluation, we found that ScpBnd-Rel (the scope-bounded relative error functions) was the best scheme overall, illustrating the advantage of having more informed functional error information over the constant-based ones.
Various issues remain to be explored. First, all averages are taken by enumeration or sampling and using a simple average. However this assumes that each assignment has equal impact. Exploration into a weighted average estimate (i.e. importance sampling) could potentially improve the estimates. Also, the method of truncating the scopes for the ScpBnd methods is quite arbitrary. A more informed truncation procedure may reduce the loss of information. Lastly, we saw that ScpBnd-Abs tended to be much inferior to all ordering heuristics in nearly all cases, which suggests that the truncation and message passing process is sensitive to the scale of values. The relative error variant which expresses errors in terms of percentages on the other hand, was informative.
As far as we know, there has been little focus on subproblem ordering in AND/OR Best-First search, our work illustrates that there is potential to be realized by ordering the subproblems in an informed manner. The ideas presented here gen- eralize to any type of AND/OR search. In particular, various memory-efficient A* variants (e.g. IDA*, RBFS) [26, 27] use the idea of repeatedly deleting and re-expanding nodes, which would potentially also benefit from the savings yielded by better subproblem orderings. 
